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I. Scope of application 

1. We order goods exclusively on the basis of these General Terms and 

Conditions of Purchase (hereinafter the ‘Terms and Conditions’). They shall 
also govern all future transactions with the Supplier. Any general terms and 
conditions of the Supplier that deviate from our Terms and Conditions shall 

not be applicable unless we have explicitly agreed same with the Supplier. 
Any such agreement must be recorded in writing. 

2. Our Terms and Conditions apply only to persons who, on concluding a 
legal transaction with us, are acting in their vocational capacity as trades-

persons or self-employed persons (entrepreneurs within the meaning of 
Section 14 German Civil Code [Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch – BGB]) and 

entities and separate assets under public law. 

II. Conclusion of contract, condition of the goods 

1. Our enquires are non-binding and shall enable the recipient to make an 

offer. Offers require text form. 

2. The contractually agreed condition of the goods are all those properties 
and features that are specified in enquiries, specifications, orders, 
confirmations of order, telephone calls or other correspondence. The same 

principle applies for properties and features of the goods that were 
specified on the product packaging or advertising of the Supplier or the 
manufacturer. In addition, the goods must conform to the product 

characteristics and features of a sample sent to and accepted by ourselves. 

3. The first or original sample submitted to us shall also remain the basis 
for the contract if the Supplier subsequently sends samples for selection in 
respect of single or partial deliveries in order to document the quality of 

current production. If a sample for selection constitutes a significant 
improvement on the original sample, it may be mutually agreed, in a 
separate written agreement, that said sample shall be deemed the new 

original sample binding on all future deliveries. 

4. The Supplier guarantees that his goods do not infringe against third-party 
rights in the country of destination as notified to the Supplier.  

III. Prices, payments 

1. The price stated in the order is binding. If delivery day prices are agreed, 
the applicable price shall be price applying on the date on which the 

material is dispatched. The price includes the costs for packaging, any 
certificates, inspection reports, drawings and similar services performed by 
the Supplier. The Supplier shall bear the costs for transport insurance. 

2. The price includes delivery to the delivery address specified in our order. 

We bear transportation costs only on the basis of an express agreement to 
that effect. Any such agreement must be recorded in writing. If we have 
agreed to bear the transport costs, then the Supplier must choose the most 

favorable form of dispatch. 

3. If, on account of a delay for which the Supplier bears responsibility, an 
agreed delivery date can only be met by faster transportation of the goods, 
the additional costs ensuing as a result, such as express surcharges and 

airfreight costs, shall also be borne by the Supplier if we have agreed, 
pursuant to the second sentence of No. III item 2, to bear the normal 
transport costs. The same principle applies to any faster transportation of 

the goods that is effected in order to reduce the delay in delivery. 

4. Invoices shall not be enclosed with the consignment, but shall be sent 
separately and in duplicate immediately after delivery, showing the value 
added tax and stating our order number and the item number from our 

order. Payments shall be rendered in the mode of our choice. The 
deadlines for payment shall be measured from the date on which we 
receive the invoice. The deadlines for payment and the periods in which 

discounts may be deducted shall not commence before delivery and 
performance have been rendered in full by the Supplier. This also includes, 
without restriction, the provision of all accompanying documents and other 

documents such as factory certificates, certificates of origin, test reports 
and similar. In the case of delivery to a third party we specify, documentary 
evidence of receipt must be enclosed. Invoices shall not be advised for 

payment until after receipt of such evidence. If the invoice details are 
incomplete or incorrect, we cannot be deemed to have defaulted on 
payment. 

5. Claims to payment on the part of the Supplier shall be due 30 days after 

receipt of the goods, associated documents and a proper invoice. The 
Supplier grants us a 3% discount if we pay within 14 days.  

6. We have rights of set-off and retention to the statutory extent. In 
particular, we have rights of set-off against any claims we may have against 

the Supplier based on the respective contract or ongoing business 
relations. The Supplier has rights of set-off and retention only in the case 

of counter-claims that are undisputed or have been established as final and 

conclusive by a court of law. 

7. Claims against us may not be assigned except with our consent. 

IV. Delivery time, delivery note 

1. The delivery time stated in the order is binding. The decisive criterion for 
punctuality of delivery is receipt of the goods during normal business hours 
at the delivery point we specified. 

2. The Supplier agrees to select a form of dispatch such that the agreed 

delivery date is met in any case. If the Supplier is unable to comply with the 
delivery date, the Supplier shall choose a form of dispatch that enables the 
goods to be delivered most rapidly to the place we specified. If we bear the 

transport costs pursuant to sentence 2 of item III (2), the Supplier shall 
choose the least expensive form of dispatch unless explicitly agreed 
otherwise. 

3. Three days before dispatching the consignment, the Supplier shall send 

us notification of dispatch, stating the order and item numbers from our 
order, the precise quantity and the precise designation of the goods. A 
delivery note in duplicate must be enclosed with each delivery; all order 

data must be visible on the delivery note and the invoice. If the delivery 
note is missing, or contains incorrect or incomplete details, we are entitled 
to refuse the delivery. If we nevertheless store the goods, they are stored 

at the expense and risk of the Supplier. A copy of the delivery note must be 
sent to us concurrently with dispatch of the goods, but by separate post or 
facsimile. 

4. If we do not accept the delivered goods due to objections raised by our 

incoming goods inspection, the delivery must be collected by the supplier 
at no charge to ourselves within five working days after a respective 
notification. 

5. In the case of deliveries to third parties we specify, only our delivery 

notes are to be enclosed with the delivery. At least three days before 
dispatching any article, the Supplier must send us an appropriate number 
of samples, an inspection report and a production record. 

6. The Supplier must inform us in writing without delay if circumstances 

arise or become known to him that may result in delayed delivery. If the 
agreed delivery date is exceeded by more than two weeks, for whatever 
reason, we are entitled to withdraw from the contract. The Supplier has 

rights of withdrawal – even in cases of force majeure – only to the extent 
provided for by law. 

7. In the event of non-compliance with agreed delivery dates, we have full 
and unrestricted entitlement to the statutory claims. If a delivery is delayed, 

we may demand a penalty amounting to 0.3% of the value of goods 
affected by the delay for each subsequent working day that commences, 
but at most 5% of said value. We reserve the right to assert further claims 

to compensation, already paid penalties shall be taken into account. 

8. The acceptance, without reservations, of delayed deliveries and services 
shall not constitute a waiver of our contractual and statutory claims. The 
contractual penalty can only be claimed if we reserve the right thereto at 

the latest at the time of the final payment.  

V. Transfer of risk, modalities of delivery 

1. The risk of accidental loss of, or accidental damage to the goods does 
not pass to us until delivery has been made to the point of delivery we have 
specified. 

2. The Supplier must take out a transport insurance policy. 

3. Partial, short or excess deliveries are not permitted. 

4. Retentions of title by the Supplier shall not be recognized. 

5. The content, type and scope of delivery is defined solely by our order. 

The received weights as measured by our factory scales shall be applicable 
in the determination of weights. In the event that weighing is not possible 
at our plant, the applicable weights shall be the official weights as indicated 

by the railway authorities on the waybill, or, in the case of delivery by truck, 
the weights determined by a public weighing machine. 

6. Should it be necessary or common practice to pack the delivery item, the 
Supplier shall ensure that packaging is adequate. The packaging material 

shall be returned only on condition that a separate agreement to that effect 
has been concluded. The goods must be dispatched to the place of receipt 
we stipulate. The risk of damage or accidental loss shall not pass to us until 

the delivery item has arrived at the stipulated place of receipt. If proper 
transport documents are not present on receipt of the delivery item, all 
additional costs that result shall be borne by the Supplier. In such cases we 
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shall also be entitled to refuse acceptance of the delivery, whereby the 

Supplier shall bear the resultant costs. We may also refuse acceptance of 
the delivery item if a force majeure event, or other circumstances beyond 
our control, including strike or lock-out, make it impossible or unreasonable 

for us to take delivery. In such a case, the Supplier shall store the delivery 
items at his own expense and risk. 

7. The Supplier shall take back the packaging at no cost. However, we are 
obliged to return packaging only on the basis of an explicit agreement. Any 

such agreement must be recorded in writing. 

VI. Rights and obligations in the case of defects 

1. Obvious defects must be notified by us within two weeks after delivery 
to the point of delivery we have specified; hidden defects must be notified 
within the same period after their discovery. Timely dispatch of such 

notification suffices to comply with the notification period. If we have resold 
the goods in accordance with their purpose, in unpacked form, the period 
for inspection and notification of defects does not begin until the goods are 

delivered to our customer. Our incoming goods inspection is limited to 
external visible damages and assessment of the compliance of quantities 
and the identity of the ordered goods based on the delivery notes. 

2. In the case of defects, we enjoy unrestrictedly the statutory rights, 

including the associated discretionary rights and the rights of recourse 
pursuant to Section 478 German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch – 

BGB). The statutory regulations governing the burden of proof shall apply. 

3. Should the Vendor delay the substitution for defective goods or the 

remedying of a defect, or in urgent cases, we have the right to remedy 
defects ourselves or through a third party, at the expense of the Vendor. 
The warranty period shall recommence for repaired or newly delivered 

parts. 

4. If, in the case of successive deliveries or deliveries under a framework 
supply agreement, at least two (partial) deliveries are defective, we shall 
be entitled to terminate without notice. If the Supplier has acted in a 

culpable manner, he shall be obliged to pay compensation for the damage 
resulting from termination of contract. 

5. If, as a consequence of at least two deliveries being defective, it is 
necessary for us to conduct incoming goods inspections beyond the normal 

scope, then the additional costs incurred shall be borne by the Supplier. 

6. Payments rendered by us shall not signify that we have acknowledged 
the goods as conforming to contract. 

VII. Nondisclosure agreement 

1. The Supplier may not disclose all information submitted by us, which 
comes into his possession during his activities under this contract, to third 

parties without our approval. In case of approval, the receiving third party 
shall be bound accordingly. 

2. The obligation shall not apply on information which was already publicly 
known at the time of disclosure, or became public knowledge thereafter in 

another way through no fault of the customer or which is lawfully received 
by one of the parties from third parties without duty of confidentiality or 
which has to be disclosed owing to a statutory obligation, or to any other 

permissible legal obligation. 

VIII. Liability and exclusion of withdrawal on the part of the Supplier 

1. In the event of a defective delivery the Supplier shall bear all expenses 
required for the purpose of cure, this also includes costs for assembly and 
disassembly which are passed on by our customers in connection with a 

defective delivery. 

2. The Supplier’s contractual and extra-contractual liability for breaches of 
obligation shall be based on the statutory regulations. In particular, no 
exemptions from liability, restrictions on liability or exclusions of withdrawal 

shall be recognized. 

3. If producer liability claims are asserted against us due to a defect in an 
object delivered by the Supplier, the Supplier shall hold us free from the 
producer’s liability resulting from the defect, when first requested to do so. 

In this connection, the Supplier is also under an obligation to reimburse us 
any expenses arising from or relating to any product recall we carry out, in 
accordance with the principle of conducting another's affairs without 

authority to do so. We shall inform the Supplier – to a reasonable and 
feasible extent – about the content and scope of any product recalls to be 
carried out and shall provide him with an opportunity to state his position. 

IX. Periods of limitation 

1. In the event that no other arrangement has been agreed to, the limitation 

period for warrant claims shall be 36 months from transfer of risks. 

2. Claims to payment on the part of the Supplier shall be barred by limitation 
after one year. This period of limitation shall also apply to other claims on 
the part of the Supplier. 

X. Product liability insurance 

1. The Supplier agrees to take out an insurance policy providing adequate 

cover against product liability risks and to provide us, on request, with 
documentary proof that such an insurance policy has been taken out and 
that it is being maintained. In case an insurance claim becomes payable, 

the Supplier hereby assigns to us in advance his claims against the 
insurance company. We hereby accept this assignment of claims. 

2. If the Supplier fails to honor the obligation pursuant to the first sentence 
of item IX.1 above, he shall be obliged to pay a contractual penalty of Euro 

10,000.00. 

XI. Conflict Minerals 

We do not accept delivery of goods that include “Conflict Minerals” 
according to Sec.1502 of the Wall Street Reform and Consumer Act, known 
as “Dodd-Frank Act”. These minerals include GOLD, TANTALUM, TIN and 

TUNGSTEN originated in the Democratic Republic of the Congo or an 
adjoining country such as Angola, Burundi, the Central African Republic, 
the Republic of the Congo, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda or 

Zambia (“3TG-Minerals”). Our suppliers have to implement due diligence 
procedures and documentation procedures to verify that no 3TG-Minerals 
are included in the product sold to us. 

XII. Applicable law, place of performance, place of jurisdiction 

1. The Contract is governed exclusively by the law of Germany. For cross-

border cases, the law of Germany including the UN Convention on 
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) shall be applicable. 2. 
The sole place of performance for deliveries and services rendered by the 

Supplier is Waghäusel, Germany. Waghäusel is also the place of payment 
for ourselves. 

3. If the Supplier has merchant status (is a Kaufmann), the sole place of 

jurisdiction for both parties and for all disputes arising directly or indirectly 

from the contract is Waghäusel, Germany. However, we have the right to 
institute judicial action against the Supplier at the latter’s general place of 
jurisdiction. 

4. In the case of cross-border deliveries, the exclusive place of jurisdiction 

for all disputes arising from the contractual relationship is also Waghäusel, 
Germany. We reserve the right to invoke any other court that has 
jurisdiction under the Jurisdiction of Courts and the Enforcement of 

Judgements (European Communities) Act of 27 September 1968, or under 
EU Regulation 44/2001 respectively 1215/2012. 

XIII. Severability clause 

1. If any condition of this Contract is or becomes invalid or unenforceable, 
this shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remaining conditions 

of this Contract. 

2. In the case mentioned in XII. sec.1 the Parties shall replace the invalid 
or unenforceable provisions by such provisions that most closely 
correspond to the economic purpose of the provisions to be replaced. 

XIV. Data protection 

The Supplier acknowledges that, on account of this contract, we store his 

personal data for the purposes of automated processing (invoicing, 
bookkeeping, etc.). No other data besides those contained in this contract 
shall be stored. 
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